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“To PhD or not to PhD …”

Consider doing a PhD mostly because you have a 
passion for science and research.

Do NOT do a PhD because it seems the easiest road 
forward and it allows you to postpone thinking about 
difficult choices that lie ahead in the real world.



What is so great about doing a PhD?

 You work on something your feel really passionate about
 Your work is your hobby
 You get to travel to interesting places
 Your work in an international environment
 You meet interesting people
 You might get to hang out with some of the smartest 

people in the world
 The thrill of scientific discovery
 You acquire many non-specific skills
 And many other things



You will face these stereotypes…………………



“When asked, former PhD 
students usually claim that the 
general experience of being a 
graduate student, which includes 
learning how to solve complex 
problems and work well with 
others, was of greater value to 
their careers than the actual topic 
of their thesis.”



One often hears that during a PhD, dreams are shattered.





PhD studies different from BSc/MSc studies

As a PhD student, you make a transition from “student” to 
“independent researcher”.

These are two completely different things!

Some people are great students but poor researchers.

Some people are great researchers but soso students.





 Tell many people (your master thesis advisor) that you 
are interested in a PhD position – use your network.

 Look for advertisements – there is no world wide place 
where PhD positions are advertised though there may 
be some good websites in your particular field.

 Identify interesting groups and send them an email – 
cold calling is perfectly OK

 Look for funding opportunities, grants, PhD 
scholarships – it is much easier to find a PhD advisor if 
you bring your own money

how to find a PhD position that fits



Finding the right advisor – a very important and often 
neglected part of finding a PhD position.

Do you get along well with your potential advisor? Will the 
advisor have time for you? If not, are there other people in 
the team/group with whom you can work and rely on for 
support? Does your advisor have a good track record in 
guiding PhD students? 

It is important to visit the group and talk to other people 
besides your potential advisor before accepting a PhD 
position.



Gosling/Noordam distinguish 4 types of groups

 The startup group (young assistant professor) 
+ enthusiasm, energy 
– infrastructure, experience

 The up-and-running group (associate professor) 
+ experience, infrastructure 
– less attention

 The small but established group (full professor) 
– professor mostly doing admin and with job secure less 
ambitious 
+ sometimes professor still very much involved in research in 
which case this is great

 The empire 
– professor will  be mostly unavailable 
+ lots of other people to work with

What is suitable for you depends on your taste and personality.



progress, training and development 



training & development

- generic skills training, for UvA PhD students e.g. 
“mastering your PhD” (5 x ½ day)

- scientific training within national research schools

- educational training, typically 10% of time is spent as 
teaching assistant

- workshops, schools, conferences (depends on field)

- for the rest you mostly learn as you go along (time 
management, dealing with setbacks, how to communicate 
with your colleagues/advisors, celebrate success, 
presentations, writing papers, defending your thesis)



Does PhD help for later career?

+ PhD a must for leading positions in academia and 
research labs 

Other jobs: employers look for talent and drive

+  successful PhD token of both, but
- specialized knowledge from PhD not necessarily helpful
- time spent, beware the age 30 mark

Earnings?

     2009 Salary = $52,484 + $2,941 (Years of 
Experience) 

   + $16,880(PhD) + $11,108 (Manager)

Life after the PhD



sampler of post-PhD careers

- assistant prof of physics @ Rio

- lecturer `sensor technology’ at Hanzehogeschool

- assistant prof of physics @ Stockholm

- software developer with HIPPO @ Amsterdam

- program manager with NWO/FOM @ Utrecht

- quant at Royal Bank of Scotland @ London

- software engineer @ Berlin

- post-doc @ Stanford

- post-doc @ Oxford
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